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Qwyit® - The Unbreakable Crypto  
 

I. Introduction 

Qwyit® LLC (“Qwyit®”) seeks to become the world’s leading security technology service provider. 
We deliver the world’s first unbreakable crypto system for use in digital communications, storage 
and financial transactions. The Company has three distinct product lines, each with potential 
yearly revenue in excess of $100M, with additional lines identified. The company is owned by 
Founder and Qwyit® technology inventor, Paul McGough (CTO), with 30 years’ experience in the 
industry, and co-founder Michael Fortkort (CEO), an IP attorney with a background in startups 
and telecommunications. 
 

A.  Opportunity 
Global Cybersecurity spending will top $1 Trillion from 2017 to 2021.1  The Cybersecurity market 
has grown by 35 times over just 13 years.  Cybercrime damages will cost over $6 Trillion annually 
by 2021.  The cybersecurity market is expected to ring up sales of $1 trillion cumulatively between 
2017 and 2021. In 2017, more than 200 cybersecurity startups received venture funding. With a 
flurry of new entrants looking to grab a slice of the spending, there’s an equal amount of market 
consolidation.  
 
But existing cybersecurity falls short of delivering improved security methods.  There are three 
steps in the vicious, ever-escalating “Security Wars” that Cryptography forces upon companies 
because current cryptography methods remain bloated and broken.  First, the so-called 
cryptography “experts” keep making companies spend to upgrade the previous cryptography 
these same “experts” insisted companies implement because what these “experts” provided 
previously is not working.  Second, these “experts” develop new things to make companies buy, 
but these new things are still more of the stuff that does not work.  Then, these “experts” make 
YOU pay for the cost of putting yourself back together again after you have fallen. And, the cycle 
begins anew – without anyone ever implementing game changing technology like Qwyit. A 
substantial percentage of the costs to implement new security techniques would be saved if 
companies simply stopped listening to the status quo and started using Qwyit’s Unbreakable 
Cryptography! 
 

B. Key Features of Qwyit®’s Unbreakable Technology 
Qwyit® provides game changing, cryptographic technology. Qwyit®’s innovative key distribution, 
authentication and encryption protocol provide several benefits that differentiate Qwyit® from 
all current security technology.  Qwyit® will be the last crypto system ever needed! 
 

1. Qwyit® is mathematically proven to be unbreakable!2 Unique One Time Keys are used 
for every transmission 

2. Qwyit® is the world fastest and likely the fastest possible – five machine cycles 
                                                   
1 See https://cybersecurityventures.com/cybersecurity-market-report/ 
2 We have challenged the world on our website to break Qwyit®! 

http://www.qwyit.com/
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3. Exceptionally flexible design enables customization for every possible implementation 
– for example, key sizes can be variable, or customized to match implementation 

4. Quantum computer safe already – key size need not keep increasing to match 
increases in computing power; unbreakable is unbreakable under all circumstances 

5. Qwyit® employs perfect forward/backward secrecy – one known message does not 
enable solving future or past messages.   

6. Qwyit®’s keys are updated at every use by participants without messaging between 
them – Nil communication 

7. Qwyit® application software is extremely lightweight (~10kB) enabling 
implementation in every possible application and device, regardless of power or size 

8. Qwyit® is the only “green” protocol.  Designed for extreme transmission, storage and 
application efficiency yielding significantly reduced operating requirements and cost 

 
C. Qwyit® Valuation 

Employing an Equidam.com valuation method, Qwyit®’s valuation is quite conservatively 
estimated at ~$5M (see, Equidam.com verification).  Based on this valuation, the company is 
seeking minimal investment of $750K for 15% ownership to build out the technology foundation.  
 

D. Qwyit’s Business Lines 
Qwyit® has identified three separate business lines built upon the unbreakable Qwyit® crypto 
system – a communications division (QwyitTalk™), a storage division (QwyitStore™) and a 
financial services division (QwyitCash™).  Each of these take advantage of the Qwyit® Technology 
Platform and have distinct, separate and significant potential revenue streams (each >$100M).   
To create these business lines, Qwyit® will build the QwyitTalk™ Security as a Service Platform, 
which is the technology foundation needing investment.  The QT™ platform provides the central 
trust service for all users, devices and applications to unbreakably communicate, store data and 
financially transact. 
 

II. Qwyit®’s Communications Division 

The central Qwyit® technology platform is the heart of Qwyit®’s Communications Division. This 
is the QwyitTalk™ Security as a Service Platform, scheduled for release in 2018, which replaces 
the TLS process using Qwyit®’s patented authentication and data encryption protocol. Any 
network, any application, every communications product can instantly offer unbreakable, private 
messaging by simple, universal connection to our globally available QwyitTalk™ SaaS platform.   
 
Concomitant to development of the QwyitTalk™ SAAS Platform, Qwyit® will develop the 
QwyitLab™ to demonstrate and prototype marketplace implementations of the Qwyit® protocol 
within each business line’s specific markets. These include IoT, mobile phones, routers, servers, 
networks, remote piloted vehicles, autonomous vehicles, medical implanted computers, etc.  
Each of these applications will have different, yet uniform, requirements where implementations 
best architected by Qwyit® and our core competency will be shown to industry members. 
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A. QwyitTalk™ Security as a Service 
Qwyit® owns patented unique authentication and encryption methods that allow for 
fundamental, order of magnitude improvements in network communications security. Our 
QwyitTalk™ Security as a Service platform is a centralized security service that allows network 
clients to easily change all their communications from open, public and vulnerable to authentic, 
private and secure. This requires: 

• A means to distribute and manage authentication keys to and for all network 
participants, while allowing them to create private security keys amongst 
themselves; and 

• A uniform and simple way to incorporate the receipt and use of those keys into 
participant apps/devices when they communicate. 

 
To do so, requires a centralized, globally available service to deliver next-generation underlying 
authentication and data encryption methods within existing distribution architectures without 
degrading communications performance and participant expectations. This is QwyitTalk™, 
Security as a Service. 
 
QwyitTalk™ replicates, extends, enhances and unlocks the only existing proven global security 
protocol, Transport Layer Security (TLS), by providing it as a centralized, uniform security service. 
This is accomplished with our Qwyit® Directory Server (QDS), the centralized QwyitTalk™ 
authentication key management server located for worldwide access at Qwyit.com and operated 
either by ourselves or by an exclusive public licensee.  QwyitTalk™ QDS allows any 
communications application to incorporate instant, seamless point-to-point security with the 
insertion of a uniform, simple software development kit (SDK). The network communications 
security is provided using the Qwyit® unbreakable encryption cipher- which was presented at the 
2015 NIST Lightweight Cryptography Workshop. 
 

http://www.qwyit.com/
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1. System Architecture 
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2. Operation of the QwyitTalk™ Security-As-A-Service Platform 
As shown, the QwyitTalk™ Security as a Service Platform revolves around a central, pass-through 
trust entity operating the service. This public entity is called the QwyitTalk™ Directory Server 
(QDS).  As the exclusive, public licensee of the QT™ SaaS, the QDS System Operator (SO) will be 
the Internet destination for hundreds of millions of users (conservatively) and performing several 
billions of transactions per year (again conservatively). This envied position will provide a 
significant robust revenue opportunity (think FaceBook, Twitter, Instagram, Google). 
 
According to Reuters, in 2017 Symantec agreed to sell its authentication business to buyout firm 
Thoma Bravo for $1B in cash plus stock in DigiCert -- Thoma Bravo’s own Web certification 
company.  The QDS competes with DigiCert, for example and by way of replacing the DigiCert 
archaic technology, and ultimately would replace such companies. 
 
As part of its plan, Qwyit® intends to award an exclusive license for operation of the public QDS.  
The QDS System Operator (SO) will become a destination website – for public QT transaction 
verification, customer sign-up, commercial interactions, advertising, support, training, etc. The 
SO will generate billions of transactions and have millions of users delivering the potential to 
generate substantial revenue from being one of the largest destinations on the Internet.  We 
expect to receive a reasonable royalty from the SO in the neighborhood of 1-10% dependent on 
SO QDS annual revenue.  This business opportunity alone will yield Qwyit® >$10M or more 
annually, under these conservative royalty rates. 
 
The System Operator (SO) Candidates must have the ability to operate a multi-million 
transaction/second worldwide, reliable interconnected network of QDS servers that perform the 
Verified Setup (VSU) and Authenticated Handshake (AH) trust transactions for all QT™ connected 
apps/devices/services. Operation includes key storage, management, protection and QT™ 
transaction processing.  The SO will publish the on-going QT™ Universal Connectivity 
Specification for the evolving QT™ markets and expanding connection profiles, grant connectivity 
licenses to marketplace participants for secure QT™ communications, and provide Customer 
Service for marketplace company support.  Individual participating marketplace companies will 
provide end-user connectivity Customer Service. 
 
The QDS will also offer QT™ connectivity application licenses as defined below, which will be a 
shared revenue split with Qwyit®.  
 
Prior to identifying the SO, or even as an alternate to the SO, Qwyit® may build the Qwyit® 
Directory Server and host it in an appropriate, capable Cloud-based service. 
 
 

3.  Competition 
While the current TLS model is sound providing all of the necessary properties (perfect forward 
secrecy, message key chaining, authentication, integrity, etc.), the methods are slow, 
cumbersome, complex, inefficient, data and code intensive, and haven’t been improved since 
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their creation in the 1970’s. Burdening the global cellular switching network with intensive, 
intrusive time and resource operations simply will not work. What’s required is to operate TLS in 
a fast, efficient, simple manner: and that can only be done:  

• As a centralized, uniform service – instead of a volatile, distributed architecture 
that can only ever be as good as the worst of its members 

• Using new, order of magnitude improved methods – instead of time-worn, 
stagnant and performance degrading operations 
 
In addition to these QwyitTalk™ SaaS meta-improvements, with new methods leading to the 
ability to provide a superior centralized service, our unique Qwyit® protocol methods offer 
significant improvement to each of the individual TLS steps: 

 
i. Initial Authentication Token/Credential Distribution (Verified Setup – 

VSU) 
This is identical to certificate obtainment and installation in TLS. The main enhancement is that 
all QwyitTalk™ participants will perform a VSU.  In TLS, only Servers install certificates, as Clients 
almost universally do not. Not only does this universally authenticate all participants, it removes 
the end-user confusion/required ‘expert-ism’ of multi-layered, multi-point Username/Password 
complexity. 

 
ii. Per Message Token/Credential Distribution (Authentication Handshake 

– AH) 
This is identical to the TLS handshake. The main enhancement is that QwyitTalk™ requires ZERO 
Round Trips (0-RTT). The Round Trip is with the QwyitTalk™ server, not the destination, which 
equals enhanced security. The initial contact with the destination is 100% authentic and 
encrypted.  Moreover, QwyitTalk™ can be configured so that the destination receives the session 
keys at the same time as the initiating client so that initial 100% authentic and encrypted reply is 
instantaneous as both parties ‘prepare’ before even communicating. ‘Prepare’ is almost 
instantaneous in the QwyitTalk™ cipher encrypt, not the Rube Goldberg TLS PKI processing. 
Because of this enhanced speed/timing, there is no need for any extensions for session 
resumptions, etc. And, there need not be any trade-off for security, complexity, etc. 

 
iii. Messaging - Qwyit® Cipher 

Qwyit® Cipher occurs between the two clients, securely using their own generated session keys. 
This is identical to TLS session key creation, cipher selection and initial secure use.  The main 
enhancement is that the Qwyit® Cipher is unbreakable, and the world fastest (by an order of 
magnitude). 
 
Our QwyitTalk™ Security as a Service centralized authentication and encryption product provides 
all of these improvements, allowing delivery of marketplace specific connected applications.  
 
 

4.  Risks 
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The QwyitTalk™ future is easy to imagine: any and all network communications are truly end-to-
end secure. Let’s take a look at the most obvious issues. 
 

i. Security – QwyitTalk™ is secure 
Qwyit®’s mathematics has been verified by independent cryptographic experts.  See 
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/lwc-workshop2015/presentations/session3-dicrescenzo.pdf. 
Moreover, Qwyit®’s encryption protocol is based on an underdetermined linear equation set, 
which simply cannot be solved no matter how much computing power is employed. 
  
Qwyit®’s crypto protocol was submitted to NIST for US National Standard for Lightweight 
Cryptography workshop 2015.  See, http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/lwc-
workshop2015/papers/session3-dicrescenzo-paper.pdf 
 

ii.  Standards – QwyitTalk™ can become a standard like W3C, ISO, IETF, 
ANSI, ECMA, etc.  

There are no standards for a worldwide security service. Qwyit® will work with the appropriate 
standards’ bodies to write the initial requirements around QwyitTalk™ – much the same way that 
the first SSL/TLS requirements were written around the Netscape implementation of RSA’s PKI 
methods for SSL. 
 

iii. Once-in-a-Generation Technology 
How often do Home Run opportunities appear – ones like QwyitTalk™ that are independently 
validated, plan-ready, future proof with follow-on products?  QwyitTalk™ is a once in a 
generation technology. The real potential of QwyitTalk™ includes moving all of its uniform 
authentication and data security connectivity at the content level (application layer) down the 
OSI model all the way to the network level – the future of device hardware security: fast, uniform, 
small, efficient, secure, simple.  At this level, QwyitTalk™ can operate so effectively users would 
not even know it’s there, other than there would be no future security compromises. Once 
implemented, there may never be a need for new crypto systems. 
  

B. Qwyit Lab™  
Within the Communications Division, also in 2018, Qwyit® will introduce its QT™ SaaS prototype 
workshop – QwyitLab™ – where we will demonstrate QT™ SaaS platform connectivity 
applications to various marketplace and industry companies, such as telecommunications 
(QwyitFone™), IoT (QwyitIoT™), etc.  Once completed, the QwyitLab™ will provide consulting 
services for each of the other divisions within Qwyit® to enable implementation of the 
Communication, Storage and Financial Services products to various applications. Qwyit® will 
work with the QT™ public licensee, leveraging their QT™ development, to build the Qwyit Lab™ 
prototype and demonstration sand-box (or build the Lab ourselves with additional investment).  
This provides a second source of revenue for Qwyit®.  The revenue for this effort will potentially 
follow that of Dolby Labs®, whose revenue exceeded $1B for 2017.  Dolby Labs®’s 2018 market 
cap exceeds $6B!  
 

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/lwc-workshop2015/presentations/session3-dicrescenzo.pdf
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In the Qwyit Lab™ we will prototype different client apps for specific markets and industries, 
targeting those opportunity companies – much the same way Mr. Dolby created his laboratory 
for product prototypes and licensing to industry companies. As such, we fill build and 
demonstrate their marketplace prototypes.  For those companies who wish to proceed with QT™ 
secure communications, we will license QT™ connectivity. As part of the exclusive license, the 
public QT™ licensee will also be able to grant connection licenses to marketplace participants. 
Licenses will have marketplace specifics (time/$/renewals, etc.). Participating marketplace 
companies will provide their end-user connectivity Customer Service. 
 
Benefits of the QwyitLab™ include a marketplace website for QT™ prototype demonstration, 
Platinum support, development training, consulting services, QT™ expertise, customer sign-up, 
commercial interactions, advertising, etc. QwyitLabs™ is the Technology Home – this is akin to 
Dolby, GE, Ford, HP, etc. at revolutionary technology introduction and growth.  QwyitLab™ will 
offer QT connectivity application licenses, which is shared revenue split with the QDS operator.  
 

1.  QwyitFone ™ Secure Voice 
One or our first QwyitTalk™ easily inserted seamless point-to-point security applications, as 
prototyped in our QwyitLab™, will be QwyitFone™ Secure Voice, our Android smart phone 
communication app. QwyitFone™ will be built using the Android Operating System Project open 
source code, inserting QwyitTalk™ SDK connectivity for authentic and secure smart phone voice 
communications over the cellular network.  QwyitFone™ will be the only encrypted phone app 
that actually works within the cellular network and VoIP, as existing competitive apps all require 
connectivity through their private networks.  QwyitFone™ can operate over the cellular network 
because of the low overhead nature of the Qwyit® encryption scheme. 
 
Qwyit® has available a complete collection of development materials and documentation, 
including product requirements docs, protocol references, software code and prototype. The 
technical details of our QwyitFone™ implementation using the QwyitTalk™ central security 
service are being readied for review and demonstration for the QwyitLab™ first prototype for 
potential telecommunications prospects. 
 

2.   QwyitIoT™ 
Post QwyitFone™ launch, our QwyitLab™ will begin work on the next QwyitTalk™-connectivity 
product, QwyitIoT™. This is the development of SDK code for insertion into general-form IoT 
firmware and operating devices. QwyitIoT™ will target specific, large manufacturers of IoT ‘smart 
hubs’, such as Samsung’s SmartThings™ and Family Hub™, rolling out unique, hub-specific 
QwyitIot™ solutions based on market share ownership of different manufacturers, products and 
industries. 
 
The defining, distinguishing features of each QwyitIot™ solution are, again, the universal form, 
ease of use, superior performance, better security (especially for those products without any!) 
and simple installation. These products won’t have individual pricing but will be under a 
commercial license per manufacturer/developer. 
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III. Storage Division 
QwyitTalk™ is optimized for data in motion or communications.  Qwyit® has developed optimal 
techniques for data at rest – called QwyitStore™.  This technology is the subject of a recent 
provisional patent application.  Its implementation promises significant revenue streams given 
the potential marketplace for data storage systems.  QwyitStore™ Data Storage and Access 
Control Service is a complete privacy and security solution for electronic data at rest. The service 
provides a heretofore nonexistent capability for private communication participants to offer 
personal data and maintain unbreakable control over it while stored by participating parties. 
Complete control over the stored data’s access is also provided. Built on the foundational 
technology, QwyitStore™ will revolutionize storage, thereby enabling unbreakable encryption to 
be employed everywhere and anywhere. 
 

IV.   Financial Services Division 
QwyitTalk™ and QwyitStore™ are optimized for data in motion and data in rest, respectively.  
Financial transactions require parts of each of these.  Qwyit® has developed optimal techniques 
for credit transactions – called QwyitCash™.   This technology is the subject of a recent provisional 
patent application.  Its implementation promises significant revenue streams given the potential 
marketplace for credit transaction systems.  QwyitCash™ is an unbreakable mathematic method 
used in a streamlined, secure credit transaction process between a Consumer, a Merchant, and 
both party’s banks.  QwyitCash™ relies on the communication security of the QwyitTalk™ 
method. QwyitCash™ is an extension of Qwyit®’s unbreakable cryptographic primitives resulting 
in an unbreakable transaction process. QwyitCash™ is the first and only fully transparent, 
understandable, secure, fast, no cost credit transaction processing system with equal, shared risk 
for all participants.  
 

A. QwyitCash™  
A mobile payment solution that satisfies the needs of both merchants and consumers does not 
exist.  Current attempts to address mobile payment fail to encourage sales growth while also 
providing the savings consumers demand. The currently envisioned mobile payment options 
simply cannot support competing interests. (https://www.ideafaktory.com/apple-pay-mobile-
payments-showdown/) The current situation will continue until payment processing operates 
seamlessly, securely, returns balanced transactional risk and enables more sales. 
 
That is, until QwyitCash™ is implemented.  It operates without a single costly device - all that is 
required to use QwyitCash™ is a smartphone.  The consumer will have the QwyitCash™ app on 
their phone, the merchant will have QwyitCash™ software on their web-based POS/registers, 
and both parties' banks' servers will also have it.  That's it.  No physical credit cards to swipe, 
no NFC dots to wave the phone at, no easily-forged fingerprint biometrics to maneuver – and 
no clumsy ‘payment information and checkout’ to go through. Absolutely no devices required; 
their associated costs totally eliminated. No cards, no readers – just a provably secure credit 
payment. QwyitCash™ works just like – and better than – cash. 
 

https://www.ideafaktory.com/apple-pay-mobile-payments-showdown/
https://www.ideafaktory.com/apple-pay-mobile-payments-showdown/
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Existing payment technologies keep changing to be more secure, easier, faster. But they’re still 
too complex, too costly, remain with unbalanced risk – and all are missing the ability to sell 
more, for less hassle at exactly the moment the consumer wants to buy!  Time for a real change 
– and time for the real future: credit transaction processing that enables more sales: by 
allowing consumers to purchase At The Moment Of Interest and having Merchants and Banks 
performing less work, spending less while delivering better service. 
 
QwyitCash™ is Better Than Money because it is the first and only unbreakable exchange used 
in an unbreakable process (the merchant-lender-buyer connection happens exterior to the 
register and is provably, transparently safe). Not only is all processing risk mitigated for all 
parties, but it is unbreakable, and can deliver on merchandising’s Holy Grail: Capture the sale 
at the Moment of Interest with Instant Purchase. 
 
QwyitCash™ provides the following advantages to all users – from consumers to merchants to 
financial institutions: 
 

 no physical device requirements at checkout (and none of the associated costs) 

 no physical credit cards (credit cards and their processors are not needed) 

 retail, restaurant, online – works the same everywhere (deferred or Immediate Payment) 

 future transactions can be gifted to consumers, just like cash – a Gift Card replacement 

 provably secure 

 consumer phone can be lost without risk; merchant registers can be tapped without risk 
 
With QwyitCash™ there will finally be a mobile payment solution that will be as ubiquitous as 
the consumer. 
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V.  Personnel 
The company’s management includes the following individuals: 
 

A. Paul McGough, CTO, Qwyit® Inventor and Co-Founder 
Paul McGough, currently Qwyit® LLC’s CTO and Chief Scientist, has over 35 years of progressively 
responsible experience managing IT technology teams for the development, integration, 
implementation and support of financial, project management, database applications and 
security systems. As CTO at Qwyit® LLC, Paul is responsible for guiding the company and our 
customers in advancing security through the adoption of Qwyit® technology. Paul is the Qwyit® 
inventor and patent author. Paul has created, developed and published multiple authentication 
protocols and several encryption stream ciphers; is the inventor of Qwyit® LLC’s patented Qwyit® 
Security-As-A-Service (QwyitTalk) technology and has authored ten security protocol patents 
(and one provisional). His background includes over 35 years of professional experience in 
commercial software development, technology solutions, government telecommunications and 
executive management. As an entrepreneur, Paul has started and obtained over $2M in funding 
three different software companies, all focused on different aspects of network security and 
communications. As well as being an inventor and entrepreneur, Paul has held senior positions 
with AOL, CSC and SAIC, with over 10 years of highly classified government secure 
communication project management and software engineering. 
 
Mr. McGough is a prolific writer whose opinions on cyber issues is often sought.  He has published 
several articles in this area (examples as of this writing) 
 

1. CloudPost (4/2018) - Unbreakable Encryption Is Here…Finally! 
2. Newsmax (4/2018) - Why Doesn't eCommerce Use Unbreakable Encryption? 
3. The Street (3/2018) -  Qwyit CTO Says Current Encryption Methods Don't Meet Today's 

Challenges [The Deal] 
4. The Parallax (3/2018) - Nonexistent Trump Cybersecurity Policy Worries Experts 
5. The Enterprisers Project (3/2018) - Hybrid Cloud Security - Emerging Lessons 
6. ZACKS (3/2018) Podcast w/Ryan McQueeney - The History and Future of the 

Cybersecurity Industry [NASDAQ, Yahoo Finance] 
7. AiTHORITY (2/2018) - How A 100-Year-Old Unbreakable Cipher Will Transform Digital 

Security 
8. Finance Magnates (2/2018) - Achilles’ Heel: Experts Weigh In on Cyber-Security for 

Crypto Exchanges 
9. Newsmax (2/2018) - Why Are Cryptocurrency Exchanges Getting Hacked? 
10. EnterpriseTech (2/2018) - 100-Year-Old Unbreakable Cipher Could Transform Digital 

Security 
11. Security.World (2/2018) - How A 100-Year-Old Unbreakable Cipher Will Transform 

Digital Security  
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B. Michael Fortkort, CEO/COO, General Counsel and Co-Founder 

Mr. Fortkort serves as Qwyit® LLC’s COO, and intellectual property attorney. Mr. Fortkort has 
successfully negotiated patent licenses with most major television manufacturers on patents 
related to the new digital television standards. On the patent side, Mr. Fortkort has developed 
expertise in complex electronic trading technologies, digital television, computer hardware and 
software, Internet technology, electronic commerce, and many aspects of telecommunications. 
He has litigated cases involving shareholder derivative suits, antitrust law, business torts, 
defamation, wrongful seizure, trade dress infringement, copyright infringement, and patent 
cases involving error correction coding, computer disk drives, microprocessor management, 
cable television, graphical user interfaces, computer software, and communications devices. He 
has also drafted software licenses and joint development agreements. As Qwyit COO, Mr. 
Fortkort handles all company operations and licensing. 
 

C. For the QwyitLab™ Prototype Center 
 
1.  Senior Software Engineer 

Tasked with product leadership, design, web integration and delivery of all Qwyit® products: the 
core QwyitTalk™ central service and QwyitFone™ Secure Voice. 
 

2.  QwyitFone™ Software Engineer 
Tasked with the design, build and maintenance of the QwyitFone™ mobile device software 
application.  
 

3.  QwyitTalk™ QDS Software Engineer 
Tasked with the design, build and maintenance of the core QwyitTalk™ central service server, the 
Qwyit® Directory Server. 
 

VI. Marketing and Public relations 
 

A. Media and Public Relations 
Qwyit® has been fortunate to employ Richard Laermer and his much-admired PR firm, RLM Public 
Relations of New York City, to create buzz and raise awareness of Qwyit®’s unbreakable 
technology.  A frequently-quoted authority on media culture and hype, Mr. Laermer is a public 
relations visionary, former journalist, and author of five bestselling books including 2011: 
Trendspotting, Punk Marketing and Full-Frontal PR. As a blogger Mr. Laermer pens the industry 
watchdog Bad Pitch Blog and does his best to combat insanity on Huffington Post. Laermer’s 
work as a reporter dates to 1979; his columns, reporting and reviews have been published in The 
New York Times, New York Daily News, Reuters, USA Today, New York Observer, People, US 
Weekly, Chief Executive, Washington Post, Rolling Stone, Editor & Publisher, and others. He 
founded RLM PR in 1991 after a stint as PR Director at Columbia Business School. Laermer is a 
frequent guest on CNN, FOX News, CNBC, National Public Radio’s Marketplace, Hints with 
Heloise, FOX’s Good Day New York and CNNMoney.com. His “Unspun” media commentary 
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regularly runs on radio and his columns on the PR business appear in Advertising Age, Ad Week, 
Meetings magazine, and PR News.  
 
Mr. Laermer and his talented team at RLM PR set upon a mission of bringing Paul McGough to 
the IT, Cyber and entrepreneurial media, both within trade publications and “mainstream” press. 
Their goal was to demonstrate that Qwyit® was a tech that decision makers needed to take note 
of—and one to be reckoned with. In two months’ time, McGough has been featured in 
TheStreet.com, TechRepublic, Cloud Post, NewsMax, The Deal, NASDAQ, Yahoo Finance, 
Aithority, Zacks.com, Enterprise Tech magazine, and Finance Magnets.  Qwyit® has initially hired 
RLM for four months’ worth of efforts in this arena. 
 

B. Other General Marketing  

 Blogs, Podcasts, etc.: We’ll provide guest appearances on any number of Cell service 
related Blogs and Podcasts - explaining the use, benefit and ease of adding mobile 
security. 

 Email Marketing: We’ll work with email marketing firms to create and distribute email 
campaigns explaining the use, benefit and ease of adding security to any mobile phone 
call. 

 Networking: We’ll attend local and national networking events and seminars, explaining 
the use, benefit and ease of adding security to any mobile phone call. 

 Online Marketing: We’ll perform SEO/SEM on our Qwyit® website, promoting our 
centralized QT™ SaaS, in turn pointing to the various purchase and download sites for 
acquiring our mobile QwyitFone™ app. We’ll also work social media campaigns to alert 
potential mobile phone owners of the QwyitFone™ use, benefit and ease of call security. 

 Partnerships/Joint Ventures: We’ll partner with cell phone manufacturers and mobile 
service providers to both incorporate our QwyitFone™ capability directly into their 
products, as well as work with them to alert their users of our service and apps. We’ll also 
work to establish joint ventures with hardware chip manufacturers to build FPGAs with 
embedded QwyitFone™ capability for use by their mobile manufacturing partners. 

 Word of Mouth / Viral Marketing: We’ll work tirelessly to spread the gospel of secure 
communications with all of our company and personal contacts - alerting everyone to our 
service and low cost, easy to install and use secure communication app 

 

VII.   Use of Funds 
Qwyit® LLC is valued at $5M and is seeking an investment of $750K for 15% ownership. Messrs. 
McGough and Fortkort have been seed investors in Qwyit® since its inception and will be working 
for free the first year of operations. The $750K investment will be used to prospect and deliver 
the exclusive QwyitTalk™ licensee, and for creation/1st product startup (QwyitFone™) of the 
QwyitLab™ for Engineer salaries ($80-100K/year with vesting stock), QwyitLab™ cloud hosting 
and QwyitFone™ application distribution, marketing, support, the remainder of year one 
operations ($200K), and seed investor buyout ($250K). IF Qwyit® is to build the QT™ Saas 
independently, a far greater investment will be required – minimally, $3M, of which 85% will be 
devoted to offices (and associated costs), employees (and associated costs) for standing up, 
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marketing, maintaining and operating the service, as well as service location; development is a 
minimal 15%.) 
 
With an exclusive licensee partner, Qwyit® will operate as a ‘virtual business’ without the need 
for physical offices and locations. As such, product support and marketing will be outsourced at 
$50-70K each in year one. 
 

VIII.  Revenue 
Post QT™ SaaS standup, initial product prototype and demonstration in the QwyitLab™ will begin 
to identify Partners for sub-licensing opportunities w/the QwyitFone™ standardized SDK for 
uniform connectivity w/the QwyitTalk™ QDS. The QwyitFone™ application license will be sold for 
$5, under various marketing incentives, with anticipated sales of 50,000 units in the first year; 
total revenue at ~$250K.  
 
The entire purpose of the first year of operations is QwyitTalk™/QwyitFone™ product standup 
and exclusive licensee obtainment, stability and QwyitLab™ standardized operations; year two 
will require additional investment for QwyitLab™ product proliferation with new products 
(QwyitIot™) and company growth.  
 

IX.  Assets 

A.  Patents 
1. U.S. Patent No. 9,374,347 “Method and System for Authentication over a Public 

Network using Multiple out-of-Band Communications Channels to Send Keys” 
2. U.S. Patent No. 8,649,520 “Method and System for Establishing Real-Time Trust in 

a Public Network” 
3. U.S. Patent No. 8,144,875 “Method and System for Establishing Real-Time 

Authenticated and Secured Communications Channels in a Public Network” 
4. U.S. Patent No. 8,144,874 “Method for Obtaining Key for Use in Secure 

Communications over a Network and Apparatus for Providing Same" 
5. U.S. Patent No. 7,899,185 “Real Privacy Management Authentication System” 
6. U.S. Patent No. 6,445,797 “Method and System for Performing Secure Electronic 

Digital Streaming” 
7. U.S. Patent No. 6,058,189 “Method and System for Performing Secure Electronic 

Monetary Transactions” 
8. U.S. Patent No. 6,002,769 “Method and System for Performing Secure Electronic 

Messaging”   
9. Japanese Patent No. 5,047,291 

B. Patent Applications 
1. U.S. Patent Application No. 15/188,275 “Method and System for Authentication 

over a Public Network using Multiple out-of-Band Communications Channels to 
Send Keys” 

2. U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/532,095 “Method and Apparatus for 
Authentication and Encryption Service” [QwyitTalk™] 
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3. U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/639,737 “Method and Apparatus for 
Credit Transaction Employing Unbreakable Encryption” [QwyitCash™] 

4. U.S. Provisional Patent Application TBD “Method and Apparatus for Unbreakable 
Storage System” [QwyitStore™] 

C. White Papers 
1. 30+ White Papers (technology, application, marketing, documentation) 

D. Software 
1. Reference Software (test vectors, bias testing, primitives) 
2. Production SDK Toolkits (Java, C++, C) 
3. Prototype Platform in development (Kevin Delafield) 
4. Demo Platform and demo client app in development (ETS) 

E. Applications 
1. 7 different example (historical) applications 

F. FPGA Hardware investigation 
1. Analysis showing Qwyit® can be implemented in 5 machine cycles. 

G. Trademarks 
1. Qwyit® U.S. Trademark Registration No. 4,618,824 

2.  ® U.S. Trademark Registration No. 4,618,852 
3. QwyitLab™ 
4. QwyitTalk™ 
5. QwyitFone™ 
6. QwyitIoT™ 

H. Website www. Qwyit.com 
 

X.   Summary 
Qwyit® has a viable, proven, superior security technology. The company has a concrete plan for 
incorporating Qwyit®’s technology into several one-of-a-kind product lines.  The company has 
complete development plans, including the core components already in multiple platforms as 
well as a prototype available to copy into today’s optimized architectures. The Qwyit® team has 
a clear vision for the operation of their products within reasonable assumptions for customer 
acquisition and maintenance. Our team understands the risks associated with our technology, 
our product, our plans, our expectations – and someone’s investment. We are building a 
streamlined, lean company using our investor’s money wisely to generate profitable revenue. 
We have clear, competent technology leadership in bringing our product to market, which is a 
mostly tech-oriented task. We have a clear desire to work with our investor to elevate the 
company past the first year’s technology achievements. We have a reasonable budget and ability 
to deliver under the expected schedule, with the funds outlined.   
 
Qwyit® LLC will deliver as promised within our proposed budget. We will bring our QwyitTalk™ 
Security as a Service to market. We will succeed in creating and operating the QwyitLab™ 
prototype capabilities for all of our identified product lines. We believe that QwyitTalk™ is the 
future of network secure communications, QwyitStore™ will revolutionize data storage and 
QwyitCash™ will completely disrupt the financial services marketplace. 


